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Bioplastics: sustainable solution or distraction from the plastic waste crisis? Read More
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  Stay on top of the latest science and journalism about environmental health and climate change: Sign up for our daily
  and weekly newsletters.
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        Evidence of PFAS found in popular bandage brands including Band-Aid
    
3 min read
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Plastic Pollution[image: Badge]original content


        Residents fear Pennsylvania, West Virginia chemical recycling proposals will deepen fossil fuel ties and pollution problems
    
7 min read
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        Q&A: Director of sustainability at Eastman Chemical Company talks chemical recycling
    

As fights over chemical recycling spread, we sat down to talk about one of the largest such facilities. 



Kristina Marusic
Apr 01, 2024
5 min read








Latest From Our Newsroom


        Washington state will become first state to ban lead in cookware
    






        Op-ed: “Plastic People” — A documentary that changed my view on plastics
    






        Shell must seek a new air pollution permit for its Pennsylvania plastics plant
    






        Op-ed: For environmental groups, Biden’s LNG decision cause for celebration – and caution
    






        LISTEN:  Ana Baptista on supporting environmental justice movement building in academia
    






        Paused Ohio chemical recycling plant puts spotlight on Appalachia as “prime target” for the controversial practice
    






        Q&A: Award-winning scientist Anne Starling on the latest PFAS research— and where she finds hope
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Children’s Health
Consequential reporting about children's health, written and selected by journalists and scientists at Environmental Health News.
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        Democrats challenge Biden's opposition to youth climate lawsuit
    
1 min read
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        Residents strike back against lead poisoning in Connecticut housing
    
1 min read
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        Public health leader dined with Juul amid vaping concerns
    
1 min read
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  sponsored
  Sponsored Articles

    As a nonprofit, independent publication, we're dedicated to objective
    journalism and driving science-based discussions on crucial topics like
    climate change and public health.
    
Learn more about our commitment to integrity and
    diversity while staying informed about pressing environmental issues.
    





        The Healthy Pregnancy Guide
    

Nonprofit organizations MADE SAFE and Plastic Pollution Coalition released the new Healthy Pregnancy Guideto help parents-to-be navigate the challenges of making healthier living choices for babies and the planet.












Climate
Consequential reporting about our changing climate, written and selected by journalists and scientists at Environmental Health News.
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        Seeking alternatives to plastic for produce packaging
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        Republicans gear up for potential energy roles in a Trump comeback
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        Steel mills face a lighter pollution cutback after intervention by Rust Belt senators
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Environmental Health News

Your support of EHN, a newsroom powered by Environmental Health Sciences, drives science into public discussions. When you support our work, you support impactful journalism. It all improves the health of our communities. Thank you!
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Top News
The latest environmental health news from across the globe. 
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        Concerns grow over synthetic turf's potential health risks due to "forever chemicals"
    
1 min read
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        Weed killer linked to brain damage heavily used in California's Latino communities
    
1 min read
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        Bayer's legislative strategy against pesticide lawsuits unfolds
    
1 min read
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        Frequent vinyl chloride incidents challenge industry safety claims
    
1 min read
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        Americans face widespread drinking water contamination
    
1 min read
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        Biden's climate policy pushes for a greener future with new vehicle emissions rule
    
1 min read
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Toxics
        New study shows potential for major cuts in crop-related ammonia emissions
    
1 min read
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Justice
The intricacies of environmental health, encompassing diverse ecosystems, human well-being, and sustainable practices.
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        3M settles for billions over water pollution
    







[image: Winter storms linked to increased domestic violence, study finds]
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        Winter storms linked to increased domestic violence, study finds
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        Remembering environmental justice leader Bunyan Bryant
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        Midland, Texas, water woes continue under new management
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Toxics
The intricacies of environmental health, encompassing diverse ecosystems, human well-being, and sustainable practices.
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        Rise in cancer cases linked to North Carolina State's Poe Hall
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        England sees a spike in waterborne diseases
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        Australia's nuclear waste debate heats up with Aukus pact
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        Court lifts ban on PFAS-tainted plastic containers
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Plastic Pollution
The intricacies of environmental health, encompassing diverse ecosystems, human well-being, and sustainable practices.
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        Navigating the plastic dilemma: Nations unite for a cleaner future
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        Tackling the global plastic challenge through a new UN treaty
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        EU's push for bottle deposits faces criticism
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        A new chapter in Egyptian fashion: Sustainability leads the way
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Food & Water
Consequential reporting about food and water, written and selected by journalists and scientists at Environmental Health News.
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        Bird flu's leap to humans via cows: a new health puzzle
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        Arthur Neslen: EU retreats from environmental commitments amid far-right pressure
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        A ship sinks in the Red Sea, stirring environmental concerns
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